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Electronic salary notification  

elipsLife now offers all clients access to Swissdec’s electronic salary notification (ESN) software. 

Designed to help companies submit their annual salary notifications for accident insurance, 

supplementary accident insurance and daily sickness benefit insurance, ESN software allows you to 

process all your salary notifications quickly and easily online, saving you time and money.  

 

By switching to a uniform salary notification process, you can standardise and simplify the way you 

prepare your salary data and ensure it is forwarded securely to elipsLife. With a certified salary 

programme, you can send out all your salary notifications quickly and organise them according to the 

different recipients.  

 

The advantages at a glance 

Switch to the Swissdec-certified payroll bookkeeping software and the elipsLife online service now to 

enjoy the following advantages:  

• Transfer salary data online to elipsLife straight from your payroll bookkeeping system 

• Reduce time lost to administrative tasks, since there is no need to collect data manually or 

enter it into different forms  

• Send your salary data notifications to your local OASI administration office and include any 

other recipients in the same process  

• Cut through complexity and make significant reductions in maintenance costs 

• Identify and remove any potential sources of error 

 

What to do next 

In addition to the Swissdec-certified payroll bookkeeping software, you will need an ESN profile to get 

started. Contact our Account Management team to order yours now by sending an e-mail to 

account.ch@elipslife.com. Once you have your profile, simply add it to your payroll bookkeeping 

software and start sending out your salary notifications directly via Swissdec.  

 

Should you have any questions, please feel free to call our Account Management team at any time on 

+41 44 215 45 42. 

 

Swissdec have also put together a fact sheet (only available in German) with additional information 

about their ESN software.  
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